
Gerdy’s Newsletter 

Dear Friends, 

I wish I could publicly  thank you each and every one, but space does not permit.  You know 

who you are and how deeply grateful I am for your support over the past year.  Your donations 

have been the life blood of our rescue, and we could not have done a thing without your 

help.  Truly YOU are “the wind beneath our wings”.  You are the angels of this earth who 

enable us to care for, treat, and find  loving homes for all the dogs and cats that have come 

to our rescue—the injured, abused, neglected, and abandoned.  I am very aware that none 

of this is possible without your financial  and moral support.  I hope you are as proud of 

yourselves as I am of you in our endeavor TOGETHER in this journey of mercy and triumph over 

the adversity that dogs and cats face in their efforts to survive.  I think of YOU as we are able to 

say YES to surgeries for limbs broken, injured eyes treated,  and to repair the cruel results of 

abuse or injury.  YES to the treatment of heartworm when found.  YES to dental work for 

neglected and painful teeth.  YES to alleviating pain and suffering  and thereby turning sad 

cases into adopted, cherished pets.   And YES to taking in more dogs and cats to help, as the 

year 2010 was the worst-ever year for abandonments and cruelty.  Thanks to you all, you have 

saved lives, we are merely the means to that end.  Working together, we have done wonders 

this past year and have made a lot more dogs and cats happily adopted.   Again, your 

confidence in me and my team’s ability is treasured.  But I need your help for the year ahead.  

  

I am grateful for the help of Dorothy Bond of The Bond 

Foundation for Animal Welfare and to Joan Clark of  The 

Quebec Foundation for the Safety and Welfare of Animals 

for  support in sterilizing and medical care.  To my veterinarians 

and clinic staffs, deepest thanks for helping many times on short 

notice and for your professionalism and compassion in caring for 

our animals.  Thank you to my trusted core group of volunteers—

Yvette and Glen, Sandy, Colleen and Bob, Judy and Roger, the 

2  Kims, Betty, Christine and all who helped at adoption events, 

St Patrick’s Parade in Hudson, garage sales and fundraisers.  And 

to Jamie for volunteering his professional services for creating 

and maintaining our website.  BobCo Creations for preparing our 

Newsletters, and many wonderful items for our fundraiser sales.  

Thanks to Heather for her great photos of our dogs for adoption 

that so capture their spirit,  Sandra and Ed for all they do for our 

dogs and us;  Margaret, Shirley-Joan, and Wendy for their kind 

professional services in keeping our accounts in order;  Liz for her 

fundraising efforts and for keeping me going with the best soup 

anywhere!   To those of you who donated food for our cats and 

dogs, or garage sale items. There are so many more to thank, I 

treasure you all for your help and support.  And again, my 

dear  Aunt Helen who keeps the porch light burning for me when 

I get home, and a nice hot cup of tea at the ready!  

  

I am happy to report that the cats still looking for a home in the 

last Newsletter have ALL found homes.  Let us hope for the same 

experience for those featured in this year’s group of "unadopteds"!  

  

This year,  I make a SPECIAL APPEAL to try to get forever homes for some dogs who have been 

with us a long time.  Please consider opening your heart and home for one of these dogs who 

just never lucked out on a home of their own.  A bit of extra training help is all they need, and 

good dog handling skills will bring out the best.  They have big hearts, just need guidance.  

  

So now, I will let you move on to the rest of our Newsletter.  The most difficult part was having to 

confine space to featuring a few when all are so deserving!  MERRY CHRISTMAS and HAPPY 

HOLIDAYS and ALL THE BEST IN THE NEW YEAR! 
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STILL WAITING FOR A HOME - SPECIAL APPEAL! 
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JOLIE - LOVES people but not cats!  Best in a home as only pet as she does not like all dogs. Needs leash training.  “talks” and will 

tell you the story of her life and being saved from a gassing pound just in time!  A beautiful girl, with a bit of work by someone 

with the time, this girl can bloom!  Scared of downtown bustle, needs a quiet home in suburbs or country—fenced! 

 

BABY  - a so-called Plain Jane this is a nice dog, slightly overweight, who could use training lessons to walk well by your 

side.  Wants to have her own happy ending! 

 

LADYBUG - To be an only dog, no cats, adult home. Needs to feel owner is in charge looking after her.  She will do well in a home 

where she is not the pack leader.  A good hearted girl! 

 

HARLEY & ROXIE - MUST GO AS A PAIR!  Roxie depends on Harley. 

 

PUGGY BEAR & DUCKY - Would like to go together.  Sweet dogs but passed by for newer models with slimmer chassis!  

WANTED FUREVER HOME 

Tigi Rufus is 

looking for the 

purrfect home.  

For more info 

see Adoptions 

at the website. 

All each one needs is a Special Someone with patience, some training skills and lots of affection.  These dogs and cats can 

be seen on our website with full description www.gerdysrescue.org ADOPTIONS 

 

MARCO POLO - Gentle Black & White boy, arrived during a garage sale, bought nothing, but stayed, begging for a home, but 

settling for a cage in boarding!  Very loving! 

 

GUCCI - 19 pound cat “forgotten” in an apartment move!  Handsome Longhair boy!  Wants to move up to an occupied apart-

ment, with YOU!  Affectionate! 

 

MAX - Tuxedo cat, declawed on all 4 paws.  Needs to be the only cat in a household—the Big Cheese—The whole enchi-

lada!  Male diva…GREAT cat! 

 

KITTENS:  2 Black; 1 white with 2 black dots on head; 1 with black head and white beneath—all socialized & healthy, vaccinated. 

 Kitten 4 Kitten 3 Kitten 2 Kitten 1 Gucci Marco Polo Max 

 

Jolie Baby Ladybug Harley Roxie Puggy Bear & Ducky 

WARNING:  OUTDOOR CATS and SMALL DOG RISK 

Still let your cat out to play?  Let your small dog out in your yard at night unat-

tended?  You may pay a high price for those seemingly harmless actions. In the 

country and now suburbs, there are an unusual number of disappearing outdoor 

cats   The Fisher is a medium size mammal native to North America from the weasel 

family but larger.   Agile climbers, they prefer to spend their time on the 

ground.  Omnivorous, they will feed on a wide variety of seeds and small animals 

such as rabbit for which they have a preference, and are one of the few animals 

that can successfully kill porcupine.  Despite their name, they very seldom eat 

fish!  While fishers are shy, encroachments by land development have driven them 

into close proximity to human habitation, where they are known to prey on cats 

and small dogs. 

 

“Tell me and I’ll forget. 

Show me, and I may not remember. 

Involve me, and I’ll understand.” 

~Tribe Unknown 
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McCloud is going out on foster leading to adoption.  Again a lesson to all, HEARTWORM is prevalent in our 

area and can affect any dog getting bitten by a heartworm-carrying mosquito.  It only takes one bite!  

McCloud looks like any other healthy dog.  Fortunately, all Gerdy’s dogs for adoption are heartworm 

tested routinely as they come into our care.  So when McCloud was tested POSITIVE,  immediate lifesaving 

steps were taken in the lengthy treatment for this condition.  You cannot look at a dog and know he is ill 

until the infestation is very advanced when at last it is symptomatic.  It is a life-threatening situation the 

longer it goes undetected.  It is MUCH easier on your dog and your wallet to do the wise thing—test and 

prevent—see your veterinarian, your best friend is worth it! 
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GERDY DOGS PARTICIPATE IN HUDSON’S 1st ANNUAL ST. PATRICK’S DAY PARADE  March 13, 2010 

A tail-wagging good time was had by all of our dogs for adoption plus their volunteer walkers.  Our dogs for adoption were 

dressed in the spirit that all dogs are “Irish for the day”!  Our little contingent was led by Christine Robert and daughter Ashley 

holding our banner, with the volunteers and their assigned dogs behind.  Our 

dogs were first-class hams—showing off for the crowd, kissing babies and 

kids, weaving from one side of the road to the other, just wanting to say hello 

to everyone they saw!  It was like lassoing chickens to get them under some 

kind of organized marching control, but no one minded and it brought much 

amusement from the crowds.  Holding up the pace of the parade a bit, 

some of the dogs sat to be petted and admired.  The Luck of the Irish was 

with Drako, our handsome White German Shepherd as he helped himself 

gently to the ham sandwich held by a startled small child, much to the 

amusement of his parents!   Cheers erupted from the crowd along the way, 

(Gerdy! Gerdy!)  as Gerdy passed by in her leprechaun mobile (minivan) 

behind our pooches—ready to pick up any tired dog or person—but all the 

dogs were so pleased to be noticed that no one wanted a ride until the 

last!  Our Gerdy’s dogs were prancing along happily, so happy to be noticed and looking very cute in their costumes.  Our 

volunteers held up magnificently as well!  We thank the parade organizers for the invitation to be a part of this event and our 

volunteer dog walkers for bringing our adoption message to those in attendance.  

McCLOUD TEACHES HEARTWORM LESSON:  HEARTWORM TESTING & ANNUAL PREVENTION CAN SAVE 

YOUR DOG’S LIFE! 

OVER 1700 DOGS AND CATS ADOPTED SINCE OUR START IN 2004!! 

TWO HUNDRED dogs and cats have found homes this year!  We are especially pleased as great numbers of these were saved 

from pounds where they would have been euthanized.  We have taken in, vetted and adopted out dogs and cats without hope 

of survival had we not helped medically—hit by cars, severely abused, puppy mill parents on their last legs and without hope.  We 

have taken in the difficult cases but deserving of care and who became WONDERFUL dogs and cats with a new chance.   The 

families continue to tell us how amazed they are at the reciprocated extraordinary loyalty and affection these animals have.  We 

have taken the leftovers of pounds, not just the easy to place, but wonderful dogs deserving a chance to be loved—all are 

beautiful to their appreciative families!  So with this in mind we celebrate our 200th  ADOPTION.  

OUR 200th ADOPTION in 2010 is RAVEN!  

We are pleased to announce that RAVEN has found her forever home!  She has survived 

and triumphed over one calamity after another to become a well-loved companion 

where her presence is treasured.  To say she is happy, is an understatement!  It all started 

when she was found nearly dead, a plastic bag tied over her head and around her neck 

resulting in one of her eyes being displaced.  Gerdy’s took on this girl who in spite of what 

happened, wanted to live.  She lost her eye but her life was saved.  Added to her woes, 

she was tested positive for FELINE AIDS, (FIV). Raven had her vaccines and spay.  But no 

home was offered to this brave warrior in survival.  Then along came Josh, and with com-

passion and admiration for this brave girl, took her into his life as a treasured companion. 

RAVEN, we wish you well as you  enjoy life and love!  

  

In tribute to RAVEN, may we remind you that every day there are tragic events that happen to cats that are outdoors and roaming free, 

whether abandoned or outdoor pets.  Many fall victim to starvation, fatal diseases, victims of predators—animal and human.  

 

PURRFECT FAMILY NEEDED - only 

serious applicants need apply.  Ivy 

needs a loving family.  Please view 

her bio at the website. 

DOG GONE IT I NEED A HOME - My 

name is Whiskey and I am looking for the 

right family.  Please view my bio at the 

website. 



I wanted to make an appeal to any individu-
als who are reading this and considering 
adopting an older dog - but feel unsure. Yes, 
Puppies are cute - nobody is denying that. But 
older dogs are wise, sweet, and truly grateful 
to be given a second chance at a happy life. 
Spirit is the perfect example of  this: When we 
first met her, my two daughters made an im-
mediate connection with her that was truly 
heartfelt.   I will admit I was a little unsure - I 
thought she was cute - all scruffy and with a 
story that brought tears to my eyes. And yes - 
she was already 7 yrs. old.  But I felt something 
towards her that felt really good - a connec-
tion. So I put my uncertainties aside & said 
maybe we should to give her a chance.  We 
went home that day - leaving Spirit while we 
thought it out. That night my daughter said to 
me:  Mommy I really love that dog and if we 
adopt her I want to name her Spirit. I think we 
should at least give her a chance - try her in 
foster for two weeks."Later that week-end we 
picked Spirit up and brought her home. Well, 
it did not take two weeks - it barely took two 
days until we realized she was a keeper. You 
see older dogs are wise: she was so easy to 
welcome into our home. Sure there have 
been adjustments in the past month just as 
there would be with any dog. 
The first week 
we had her she 
would barely 
walk half way 
up the block 
without stopping 
every two feet. 
She had no con-
fidence. Now 
s h e  w a l k s 
around  the 
block with her 
head held high and so full of love. Even her 
little stump of a tail wags!!! It amazes me that 
this small dog who had had the hardest 7 
years to start her life & was about to be 
euthanized can be so forgiving. 
And all it took was to just LOVE her. The love 
she gives back is a gift that we get everyday 
when we give her the life she deserves. I am 
happy to say that her confidence is growing 
each and every day. She loves going to the 
girls soccer games, lying on her bed under my 
desk for an afternoon nap, on her walks 
around the neighbourhood, in the car to 
grandma's house, on the odd occasion steal-
ing some food from someones plate left unat-
tended and most of all the company of her 
new brother Cooper. In the end what we all 
realize is it is quality of time we have with her - 
not quantity! She is a great dog & a lesson to 
all to be open minded & make room in our 
hearts for all the dogs & cats out there who 
need our help! Thank you Gerdy for every-
thing you give to the animals in need, the 
world is a better place because of individuals 
l i k e  y o u .   A l l  o u r  L o v e , 
Heather, Mike, Skyar, Mackenzy & Cooper!" 

GERDY’S DOG MAKES IT BIG! ADOPTING AN OLDER DOG 

(CARRIE now SPIRIT)  
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Cowboy aka Kiely is FAMOUS!  Kiely's story began 

when the person he trusted more than anyone in his 

world apparently pushed him out of the car on a busy 

highway and drove away, leaving him with a bruised 

shoulder.  As he limped along, trying to run to passing 

cars, a woman saw his predicament and stopped her 

car to help him.  Enter Gerdy.  Gerdy took Cowboy 

under her wing, promising him a new family who 

would never do that to him but would love him all his 

life.  Gerdy found the perfect family for him.  They love 

him and treasure him.  The family recently moved from St Lazare into a new home with 

1/2 acre of fenced yard for Kiely to run free in  As a house warming gift the owner’s 

sister commissioned an oil painting of Kiely.  Kiely’s painting is proudly hanging in the 

family room.  His owner says, “What makes Kiely famous is that the painter decided to 

use Kiely on his new trailer.  He loved Kiely so much that he put his painting on the side 

of his trailer along with his own dogs! Now, when you drive around art shows or just any-

where around the triangle area of NC (Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill) you have a good 

chance of catching a glimpse of Kiely on the side of a truck!” 

Dear Gerdy  

A big THANK-YOU to Marie-Claude Dubreuil and David Walsh for starting the 

Jackson Fund in memory of the little sheltie who was dumped and tried to survive 

the elements, predators and starvation.  He did 

not make it.  Jackson's story touched everyone 

who heard it.  Marie-Claude and David started 

the Jackson Fund to raise money to help pay for 

the medical expenses.  They have a booth at 

Finnegan's market and many people would 

come by and donate to his  fund. Gerdy wishes 

to thank Marie-Claude, David and all the sup-

porters of the Jackson Fund.  All the money that 

was raised will help the various medical cases of 

the animals in memory of Jackson. 

THE JACKSON FUND 

GOOD GOLLY- IT’S MISS MOLLY 

Let her rock your world.  Molly’s bio 

can be viewed at the website. 

WHERE DO THEY COME FROM? 

At Gerdy's Rescues we often are asked why dogs and cats are given up or what their 

story is.  Here is a short sampling of SOME  and reason why they ended up with us.  The 

point is-the vast majority get into rescue not by something THEY did but the irresponsibility 

of their owners.  And some are with us because of illness or death of the owner.  There is 

nothing wrong with most rescue pets -- most  have the ability to move on and are very 

appreciative to be given a second chance.  Dogs might need more obedience training 

or a bit of work on housetraining, and cats just need to get used to a new routine, but 

that is something you can work on together—after all SOMEONE did not take the time to 

teach, so it is not the pet’s fault!  Patience is all that is needed.  From a pound just before 

euthanasia - many of our dogs were picked up as strays and never claimed but faced 

death when time ran out, including JAY-J  with his malformed foot who would never 

have been adopted but euthanized; SUSHI a Beagle pup with a broken leg; BILLY JACK 

& KIMMIE each lost an eye after injury while abandoned on the street; ESMEE a cat 

nearly blind, but wanting to live; GRANT - limbs deformed from being kept too long in a 

tiny cage; kittens LINUS, CASPER & CASANDRA -sealed in a box and left out with the gar-

bage; VICKIE, MacTAVISH,  MOBY, SAINT  and TROOPER - hit by a car, would have been 

euthanized if not for Gerdy’s; SHAUN tied to a post in the rain for 3 days; TINSOL -  kept in 

a dark garage; HOLLY and IVY -  mother & daughter cats saved from euthanasia at the 

last minute; MARLEY - owner shot his brother when the 2 dogs  wandered out of an un-

fenced yard and was stopped just in time from shooting Marley as well; AMBER, KEVIN & 

STANLEY, TIPPY, SHELLY, & FERN - saved from a  horrific hoarding situation; EDWIN cat left 

behind in an apartment building when owners moved; and PADDY abandoned as a pup 

at a gas station.  Your donations enabled us to save so many again this year! 


